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Local Union No. 1245
International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers, AFL-CIO
P. O. Box 4790
Walnut Creek, California 94596

This letter·and its attachment supersede and cancel all previous
materials submitted to you on the same sUbject.
In light of recent changes negotiated in Title 205, Job Bidding
and Promotion, Company will establish three-day Division Climbing Schools
throughout its System.
Classes will be made up of regular employees from classifications
in the line of progression to Lineman and/or Cable Splicer, transfer applicants, and 205.8(c) prebidders and (d) postbidders.
The school will provide prospective candidates with an opportunity
to be exposed to basic climbing techniques and general Lineman duties before
they are actually committed to changing jobs. The school will further serve
to determine the qualifications of those seeking to enter climbing classifications, reduce the number of injuries to inexperienced climbers and
decrease the number of failures at the centralized climbing school at
Kettleman due to inability to climb.
To assure uniformity of instruction, Company has produced a training manual, a copy of which is attached, and will use qualified instructors.
In accordance with Section 205.11 of the Physical Agreement,
Company proposes that the aforementioned training and testing program be
jointly agreed to and administered as follows:
1.

Regular Groundmen and others in jobs next lower, same or
higher to climbing classifications must successfully complete
the Division Climbing School prior to attending the centralized
climbing school at Kettleman.

2.

Transfer applicants to beginning level jobs in lines of progression where climbing is a requirement must successfully
complete the Division Climbing School before their transfer
applications will be honored.

3.

Prebidders under 20S.8(c) and postbidders under 20S.8(d) must
successfully complete the Division Climbing School before
they can be awarded an apprenticeship in a line of progression
which requires climbing.

4.

Employees will be granted two opportunities to complete the
requirements of the Division Climbing School. If unsuccessful
on the first attempt, another may be made within 30 days of
the date of failure. Company will hold a class at least every
90 days. The final test will be evaluated by the General
Foreman and the Instructor.

S.

Vacancies which occur in Groundman or climbing classifications
will not be held open for an individual pending successful
completion of the Division Climbing School on the second
attempt.

6.

Company need not consider prebids or transfer applications to
Groundman or climbing classifications from employees who have
failed to meet the requirements of the Division Climbing
School for the second time.

7.

Employees will be scheduled for attendance at the Division
Climbing School by the Division Personnel Department, where
the candidate is headquartered, upon the request of the
receiving Division Personnel Department.

8.

Applicants for vacancies in their own Division will be scheduled
for the school, as soon as practicable, following receipt of
their transfer applications or prebids.

9.

205.8(c) prebidders must qualify their prebids by the procedure
provided in paragraph Bl of the Master Apprenticeship Agreement before their prebid can be considered valid. Both the
Arithmetic Computation Test and the Division Climbing School
requirements must be met. 20S.8(d) postbidders must qualify
in the same manner as is provided in paragraph B2 of th~
Master Apprenticeship Agreement.

10.

Vacancies to climbing apprenticeships will be filled subject
to current procedure with the addition of the Division Climbing
School requirements.

u~
May 12, 1975

11.

Grievances will be handled as provided in paragraph K of the
Master Apprenticeship Agreement (including the attainment of
standards for passing the school).

If you are in accord with the foregoing and its attachment and
agree thereto, please so indicate in the space provided below and re'turn
one executed copy of this letter to Company.

The Union is in accord with the foregoing and its attachment and
it agrees thereto as of the date hereof.
LOCAL UNION NO. 1245, INTERNATIONAL
BROTHERHOOD OF ELECTRICAL WORKERS, AFL-CIO

BY££~tJ.L
Business Manager

Welcome to the Groundman Climbing School.

The purpose of this course is

to determine if you can acquire the skills necessary to qualify you for

liven concentrated

..

instruction on pol~ climbing techniques and an oppor-

tunity to apply this training on • basic cltmbing project~

Climbing·Ability
Working A~ility
Mechanical Dexterity
Comprehension

~

and Initiative

Upon completion of this course your final evaluation will ~e discussed
with you.

This grade vill become part of your personnel record and

a

PRACfICE 'POLE AREA

DIVISION

CLDm INC' SCliOOL
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Material Required;
6-40' pales
3-8'LW crossarms with wood
3-insulators
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Place wood chips, shavings, sawdust, etc. around the base of practice
poles to adp.pth of approximately 24". Tree trimming crews
using "Chippers" should be able to provide .this material.

,,_
obj~ctive:

DIVISION CLIMBING ~CHOOL ,_

To determine if employees are qualified to perform overhead line construction.

First Day - 8:00 a.m.
A. Welcome the students to the school
B. Cover pertinent Accident Prevention Rules
10:30 a.m.
C. Issue climbing tools and check for proper fit, gauge check gaffs.
12:00 to 12:30 p.m. '- Lunch (Each Day)
12:30 p.m.
D. Instructor will demonstrate proper cltmbing methods.
1:30 to 4:30 p.m.
E. The Instructor will check each student's
allowing the student to practice without
not be allowed to climb above 15 feet on
to be mounted 10 feet abov~ ground level

climbing ability individually before
direct superv~sion. Students should
the first day. Eight foot crossarms
for student familiarization.

Second Day - 8 :00 a.m •.
A. Students practice climbing for one hour, then (if the Instructor feels they are
qualified) climb over a crossarm six feet down from the top of a 40 foot pole.
CATUION - For student protection, remove eight foot crossarms mounted ten feet
above ground level p~ior to students climbing to pole top.
10:30 a.m.
B. Instructor will demonstrate 'the installation of line equipment that will be used
by the students, then he will tailboard them on the particulars of the required
project. Students then to start projects.
12:30 to 4:30 p.m.
C. Instructor will rotate students that need additional help from the project poles
to the-practice poles.
Third Day - 8:00 a.m.
A. Students practice climbing for one half hour, then students to cltmb over the
crossarm in practice area without the use of their safety'strap.
10:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
B. All students to complete projects.
3:30 to 4:30 p.m.
C. Instructor will check in all tools issued and counsel students on their grades.
NOTE:

In order to successfully complete the training course, each student will demonstrate
the ability to do the following:
1.

Climb over a crossarm mounted 6" below the top of a 40' pole.

2. Working unassisted on a pole, the student will:
A. Climb to the 25' level carrying the hand line.
B. Mount the hand line tool holder at the 25' level.
C. Using a brace and bit, hand bore an 11/16" hole through the pole.
D. Install an 8' LW crossarm, level arm and lag braces.
E. Using the outside pin position in~tall and remove insulator.
F. Remove arm from pole and lower to groupd using the hand line.
G. Remove hand line tool holder and lower to ground using the hand line.
H. Lower the hand line and descend pole.

.-

COMPREHENSION
INITIATIVE

MECHANICAL
DEXTERITY

AND

,.A.

The body belt consists of a cushion section, a belt section with tongue and
buckle ends, a tool saddle and 0 rings which are attached solidly to the
cushion or on shifting 0 ring belts attached solidly to s 0 ring 8addle.
The body belt usually has proviAio~s made for a holster which will carry
ODe or'more tools in addition to the· tools which· srecarried
in the tool

1oopa.
B.

•

The body belt should be worn snugly but not too tightly. The end of the strap
·should always be passed through the keeper when the belt is being worn. Manu-.
facturers have standardized on a relationship between "0" sizes and waist sizes;
body belts should be ordered by "~. 8ize, as the waist size is adjustable.

1.

When you are purchasing a new body belt, make sure the ·body belt has no
tool loops for two inches on either side of the 'center in the back; thi8
la a Federal requirement.

2.

The absence of tool.loops in this area prevents the carrying of tools in a
manner that could increase the possibility of damage to the spine in cAse
of an accidental fall.

The lineman's safety strap is probably the most important part of his tools. This
is where he is putting his complete confidence and therefore, it must be absolutely
dependable.
The companies who manufacture safety straps are governed as to the
quality of the strap by standards set forth by the Acci~ent Prevention Committee of
the Edison Electric Institute of \ohich most major utilities iIt t:he United States
are subscribing members including P G and E.
Safety straps often called a pole safety strap are made from either leather, rope
or fabric. P G and E purchases only the fabric type for pol~ safeties as experience
has shown these to be preferred over leather and rope.due to their, ability to withstand greater abuse in the field.
The safety strap has a breaking strength of not les8 than 2500 pounds per inch· of
width for a section free from buckle holes, and not less than 1800 pounds per inch
of belt width for a 8ectioD containing buckle holes for the specified buckle.
Inspection of your safety strap shall be made at leas~ once each day or whenever
there is any doubt as to its· condition.
Carefully inspect all parts of the strap
making sure both snap keepers have strong spring tension, the buckles and rivets
are in good condition and most important that there are no cuts, tears or abrasions
on the belt itself that expose the inner pllesof
fabric.
When u8,ing a safety strap on a pole, the followin'g steps are advisable.
When stowing ..
the safety on the body belt, the safety strap should be hung on .the llDeeli ring opposite your dominant hand~ e.g., if you are right-handed, the strap should be stowed
on the left "Dee" ring •. Place the snap stirrups facing opposite each other so that
the snap stirrup supporting the double part of the strsp is on the inside closest to
the body.

Before climbing a pOle~.Y8
determine t-hediametcr Of!
pole at the level that
you are going to work. Adjust the safcty strap accordingly by sliding thc- adjusting'
buckle up or down and affixing thc tongue in the desired hole. Slide the leather
keeper to the end of thc strap to keep the snap stirrup stationary.
Ascend the pole
-with the •• fety strap in the stowed, position.
-,
When reaching the desired level on the pole make sure your hooks are in solid, then
reach down and grasp the back of the single strap snap with the thumb, placing the
four fingers on the front. Depress the snap keeper with the index finger, detaching
the snap stirrup from the "Dee" ring.
Place the safety strap half way around the pole, transferring it to the opposite
hand. Attach the snap to the outer "Dee'i ring. with the snap keeper facing away
from your body.
Visually check both snaps in place. CAUTION:
00 roT rely on hearing the "click"
of the !~nap keeper to determine that the snap is in place because it is poss,ible
to snap around a tool in YO\lr pouch rather than the "Dee" ring. After determining
.that both snap. are correctly placed, hold the strap at the desired. position on
- the pole with one hand while slowly letting your body weight into it with the other
.hand.

Climbers, hooks or leg irons as they are often called by P.G.&E. 'linemen, are made
of an aluminum alloy or high grade steel. They are made in adjustable or fixed
lengths.
Gaffs attached to the climbers may be either fixed or replaceable depending on the p~eference of the indivi~ual.
It is most important when acquiring climbers for your use that they be of the proper
length, with reference to your knee to instep measurement.
To select-the proper
length of climber, measure from the instep of your climbi.ng boot to 1/2" below. the
inside low point of the knee joint.
Your climbers are carefully engineered and made to exacting stand~rds. -They should
(with proper prior measurement) fit your legs comfortably and securely.
Care should
be taken not to bend the body of the climber either purposely or accidently.
Bending
will affect the ga·ff angle, effective pole penetration, mechanical strength and could
contribute to the gaffs cutting out, leading to possible injury.
The correct methods of measuring, sizing and adjusting will be explained and demons.trated by your instructors before you begin the actual practice climbing.
A guide
to the proper procedure for "Gauging and Sharpening Gaffs on Linemans Climbers" can
be found in the Line Construction Standards, Drawing t~30884.
This drawing is a
P.G.&E. Company Standard and must be strictly adhered to. A copy of this draWing is
attached and the information on it will be d~scussed with you by your instructor.
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Prevention: The prevention of climbing accidents due to the condition of the
poles can be aided in several ways. For example, give the pole a good thorough
inspection, before ascending or' descending the pole. Check and test the pole
in accordance with Accident Preven~ion Rule 417 A and B. Make sure the pole
is adequately guyed or braced to withstand any change in strain. As a lineman,
you should be alert to the hazards mentioned above, and be continually on the
lookout for these hazards so you wi~l not cutout or fall.

Prevention: Cutouts and falls resulting from conditions on poles can be eliminated by planning the proper method of construction and building all poles
in accordance with the Line Standards and' C.O. 95. However, when a lineman,
finds an unsafe condition on a pole, it should be properly reported and extra
precautions taken if the pole must be climbed. 'Always be alert and use precaution at all times when climbing.

Prevention: The elimination of cutouts and other accidents due to the unsafe
conditions of clothing is the responSibility of the lineQ18n himself.. However,
supervisors and foremen are alert to recognize such hazards and will insist
that all employees wear suitable and safe clothing .in accordance with the
Accident Prevention Rule Book.
'

1.
2.
3.
4.

Climbing or descending too fast
Climbing the low side of the pole
Not driving gaffs hard enough in pole
Climbing when fatigued
5. Hugging too close to the pole
6. Climbing thru unprotected conductors without caution
1. Climbing without observing the condition of the pole and the
placements of the gaffs
8. Aiming gaffs at the pole at an improper,angle
9. Body belt too loose
,
10. Taking too long of steps in climbin$ or descending poles
11. Not inspecting or checking poles before and while climbing
12. Inattention or watching something else when ~scending or
descending poles
13. Improper balance of the body weight on gaffs
14. Belting off t()a pole in the wrong position
15. 1I0rseplaying around wh1le climbing or showing off
16. Climbing too close to block lines and handline ropes hanging
from the pole
.
17. catching material thrown from the ground (while working on a pole)
18. Placing climber ga!fs on exposed ground wires and receiving
electrical shocks
.

'f.,
19.
20.
21.
22.

Failure to get a good handhold before shifting weight from
one hand to the other
Climbing by grabbing hold of quarter braces and hardware
Climbing in a stiff or mechanical manner
Sliding climber gaffs when climbing or sneak climbing

Prevention:
Experienced linemen, as well as nev apprentices, need to constantly remind themselves about 'the'pitfalls involved in the above unsafe
climbing practices.
A lineman should watch other linemen and if he notices
any bad climbing practices help him to correct them before accidents occur.
Remember, a good climber is one that is ,well trained in the safe methods of
climbing and working on poles.

The ~portance
of the climbers themselves in the prevention of cutout accidents
cannot be emphasized too strongly.
This is the major cause of all cli~bing
cutouts and falls in the P.G.&E. system.' .
Prevention:
As linemen for P.G.&E., we' often vond~r what we can do to prevent
those types of accidents that are caused by defective gaffs. Here are two
simple rules to fol1OW'~
.
1.

Have a rigid and. frequent inspection of cli~bers, leg straps, leg irons~
etc., with special attention being given to the gaffs, the shape and
sharpness of the gaff points, the proper angle of the gaff wit~ the leg
iron.

2.

Use the Fargo gaff gauge, because it is simple and easy to use. Minimum
lengths of gaffs shall be st;rictlv en.forced. Gaff shape and size shall
meet the requirements of the Acciaent Prevention Rule Book on Data Sheet

No. IS.
When working as a lineman for P.G.&E., you should always be _ware of the
pitfalls that ve have mentioned.
Remember~ only you can prevent these types
of cl~bing accidents.
Therefore, it is you vho viII generally suffer the
aches and pains that result in the failure to observe the few simple rules
mentioned above. Remember the old slogan "The Life You Save May Be Your Owri;"
no truer words can be spoken for a lineman.

Inspect the pole for defects before climbing it.
Watch where your gaffs; enter the pole and make sure they strike the
pole at the proper angle.
Take short steps - this provides' better bal'ance.
Climb and descend the pole slowly and carefully.
Secure a proper handhold.
.
Avoid holding your body too straight vhile climbing or descending
Before changing your position on a pole, give some thought first
to what you are going to do.

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.
NOtE:

Avoid climbing the~rside
of the pole, even if it',. only slightly tilted'.
Don't attempt to catch material thrown from the ~round while. you're working
on a pole.
Never smoke while climbing.
Keep ·in mind that experienced climbers are more likely to develop unsafe
climbing habits than those with less experience.
Safety hats.
Eye protection - safety glasses or goggles.
Gloves - with gauntlets.
Body and safety belts.
Climbers (properly sharpened and straps).
Shirts and, jackets worn should be of sufficient weight to resist splinters
and creosote. Sleeves shall be rolled down at all times. A good lineman's
boot should be worn. Due to the high percentage of working time spent aloft,
proper support of the feet and ankles is a must.

L~nemen should always w~rk and climb with long le~ther gauntlet gloves for the
protection of their wrists and hands. This will protect them from wood slivers
and sharp objects projecting from poles and c~ossarms.
When a lineman wears damaged gloves with holes or torn stitching, the chance
of obtaining ·a.puncture wound is greatly increased.
Wearing short gauntlet gloves will result .in exposed skin which could result
in cuts or puncture wounds. This type of glove being worn by a lineman could
also result in an eledtrical shock in the area of exposed skin.
2.

Linemen should not wear synthetics or polyester shirts as these are easily
ignited in an electrical fl.ash or arc from secondary of primary voltages.
Wearing shirts outside of pants and over a lineman belt can be very dangerous
when snapping your safety into a "Dee" ring or could cause you to miss a tool
loop' when storing hand tool:s in your belt loops.
Shirts shall be buttoned in the front and shirt sleeves 'shall be rolled down
and buttoned. This will keep the shirt from being entangled in roPes or blocks
when working on a pole.

When ascending the pole, keep the arms and body relaxed with the hips and shoulders.
The climber should be ata 30· angle from the pole or the top of the climber should
be approximately 8 inches from the pole; in most cases this will put the knee at a
comfortable distance from the pole.
Take it easy; favor short steps (step length should be natu~al for each lineman),
use the hands and arms for balance only.
Climb with the legs (do not be tempted to "pull up" with the hands or arms).
the legs take the initiative over the hands (the legs "push" the hands).

Let
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It 1s neccssary that the gaffs be directed toward ·the center (or heart) of t~e polc
tn a r..t~ral manner. The size of the pole and the length of leg between hip and
knee viiI determine automatically the amount of gaff separation on the pole.
Beginning climbers tend to climb with their body ~oo far away from the pole causing
undue strain on their arms and hand.:
SQme climbers will have a tendency to hug a pole; this will cause them to not have
an effective leg stroke and therefore their hooks will not penetrate the pole deep
enough or at the correct angle.

In descent. ,the hands are lowered first. Each leg is straightened before lowering.
When the straightened leg is "lined up" with the cent~r of the pole and the body
veight has been shifted above the gaffs. drop the gaff into the pole.
In descent the leg is not stroked; it is merely lowered into position with the
body weight behind it. The hands and arms take the· initiative over the feet. The
hands "push" the feet. which is opposite from ascending the pole when the feet
"push" the hands. Keep shoulders and knees away from the pole. Do not take long
steps or tr~ to 'coast or slide when descending.
In descent the climber gaffs should naturally break out with the outward and
lowering movement of the knee. '
Removal of the climber when the last step to ground is taken.is accomplished
slight twisting and prying acti~n as in ascending.
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Each student will be graded on an individual basis with respect to'ability and
daily improvement.
As can be imagined the intent of the ttaining period is not
to produce "Linemen", but merely to give each applicant an opportunity to realize
what the work aspects of a lineman are.
During the three day seuion you will gain some additional experience which will
help you to decide whether or not you wish to work towards a lineman's position.
The required project (listed on the daily schedule) is a means by which your
instructor can ascertain your potential climbing ability.

